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I. Vocabulary: 50% 

Choose the best answer that keeps the meaning of the original sentence.  

1. He majored in ____ and became a CPA. 

   (A) financing       (B) accounting        (C) booking          (D) funding 

2. ____ are included in the rent. 

(A) Rates          (B) Tuitions          (C) Utilities          (D) Fees 

3. The nuclear development is a _____ to regional peace. 

(A) menace        (B) stalemate          (C) plaster           (D) tense 

4. The proverb is often ______ by politicians. 

(A) affixed        (B) quoted            (C) dictated          (D) noted  

5. Our society is full of _____ and disappointments.  

(A) lamentations    (B) notations         (C) contradictions      (D) mutations 

6. The newspaper has the largest _____ in the world. 

(A) readers        (B) publication        (C) circulation        (D) printings 

7. Objections ____ 70% of the total respondents. 

(A) accounted for   (B) controlled for      (C) occupied for       (D) marked for 

8. Negative results had been _____ before the poll. 

(A) anticipated     (B) unveiled          (C) overseen          (D) enlisted 

9. There are many men who       hair. 

(A) grow          (B) cultivate          (C) nurture           (D) transplant 

10. The tourist had the ______ to lose his return ticket. 

(A) hustle         (B) unlucky           (C) misfortune         (D) illicit 

11. The government improved the economy by implementing a new policy to help _____ people. 

(A) deployed       (B) destroyed         (C) employed         (D) unemployed 

12. I saw a lot of _____ products in her room.  

(A) aesthetic       (B) cosmetic          (C) skinny            (D) synthetic 

13. If we keep driving this slow, it will take us a week to reach our _____. 

(A) destination     (B) determination       (C) demonstration     (D) disposition 

14. People should not be _____ by their nationality. 

(A) discriminated   (B) differentiated       (C) deliberated        (D) decreased 

15. You can’t _____ other people to act as you like. 

(A) acquire        (B) warn              (C) respect           (D) force 
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16. _____ is always required in starting a business. 

(A) Ownership     (B) Registration        (C) Listing         (D) Cooperation 

17. This rice can be _____ twice a year. 

(A) hampered      (B) rejuvenated        (C) harvested        (D) smoldered 

18. When did he join the _____? 

(A) structure       (B) organization        (C) facility         (D) establishment 

19. The _____ was so low that the pilot didn’t take off. 

(A) viewpoint      (B) vision             (C) sightseeing      (D) visibility 

20. More than 50, 000 _____ watched the game. 

(A) spectators      (B) attendance         (C) observers        (D) participants 

  21. I like my job with a lot of _____ so I can work on many different things. 

     (A) vanilla         (B) vanity             (C) variety          (D) vapor 

  22. Will you please _____ me a helping hand? 

     (A) borrow         (B) lend              (C) send            (D) ring 

  23. I can’t _____ up my mind about what to eat for lunch.  

     (A) catch           (B) decide            (C) come           (D) make 

  24. We’re experiencing some turbulence. Please _____ your seat belts. 

     (A) fasten          (B) attach             (C) set             (D) raise 

  25. Sharon _____ an appointment with the doctor for tomorrow evening. 

     (A) called          (B) wrote             (C) scheduled        (D) covered 

 

II. Written Expression: 30% 

Each of the following sentences has four underlined parts marked (A), (B), (C), and (D).  
Identify the part of the sentence that is incorrect.  

  26. People enjoy traveling no matter whether they can say the language of the country  
                   (A)            (B)          (C) 

they are visiting.  
      (D) 
   

27. Elizabeth D. C. Bowen wrote short stories for several years before his first novel,  
                         (A)           (B)                 (C) 

The Hotel, appeared in 1927.  
      (D) 
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28. Computers are very large and slow in the past, but because of advances in computer science, 
              (A)                                (B)           (C) 
     they are much smaller and faster now.  

           (D) 
       

29. Some loving parents have never feel tired of taking care of and teaching their children. 
           (A)                  (B) (C)             (D) 

 
30. Although there is no clear evidence that caffeine is a cause of cancer, persons who  

                   (A)            (B)                              
stop to drink coffee do sometimes experience withdrawal headaches.  

(C)                 (D) 
 

  31. Most daily English newspapers are interested, helpful, and not very hard to read.  
          (A)                       (B)            (C)            (D) 
 

32. New York City, with ten of million people of varying ethnic backgrounds, has a  
                          (A)              (B)                 

remarkable cultural diversity.  
(C)     (D) 
 

  33. One of the mostly perplexing problems with defining modern philosophy is  
               (A)    (B)                (C)                    (D) 

“Just how is philosophy distinct from the other pure sciences”? 
 

  34. Hawaii has been one of the United States’ states for several decades ago. 
             (A)                (B)     (C)              (D) 
 
  35. I believe that I would enjoy studying abroad and have a good experience to learn  
            (A)               (B)                                (C) 

to understand another culture.  
             (D) 

 
 

  36. Many people had died when they jumped into the water because the water was so boiled. 
                  (A)             (B)               (C)                  (D) 
 
 
 

  37. As soon as John had mended my computer, he was making a phone call to me to tell me 
        (A)           (B)                     (C) 

if it was ready for collection. 
              (D) 
 

  38. There are no known society in which women are politically or economically dominant.  
        (A)     (B)           (C)                    (D) 
 

  39. To become a good paint, a person should be imaginative and expressive.  
        (A)          (B)           (C)                   (D) 
 

  40. New Orleans became a bustling town of commerce largely because its location at the  
                         (A)                    (B)    (C)            (D) 
     Mouth of the Mississippi river.  
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III. Reading Comprehension: 20% 

      Read the passages carefully and choose the best answer to each of the questions. 

(A)  People who like to dance know that there are many types of dances to learn. One type 
of dancing that is poplar today is break dancing. Break dancing began in the 1970s in the  
Bronx, New York. It is called “break dancing” because dancers originally performed during  
breaks in deejays’s music. Movements in break dancing include spinning on the head,  
jumping from the knees to the toes, and doing pantomime. Break dancing was most popular  
during the 1980s, and during this time stars such as Michael Jackson performed this style of 
dancing in music video. Many movies were made during this time emphasizing the free-form 
moves involved in break dancing. Today, pop bands often perform break dancing moves on stage, 

and many teenagers around the world enjoy giving it a try with their friends. 

41. Which statement below is true about the passage? 
  (A) Break dancing started in Washington D.C. 
  (B) Many break dancers spin on their heads. 
  (C) Nobody does break dancing anymore. 
  (D) Break dancing began in the 1980s. 
 

42. A good title for this passage would be _____. 
  (A) Have Fun Ballroom Dancing 
  (B) The Gangs of New York 
  (C) Break Dancing is Dangerous 
  (D) A Brief History of Break Dancing 
 

43. Which of the statements below is probably true? 
  (A) Before break dancing became popular, dancers didn’t spin on their heads. 
  (B) Teenagers would rather learn jazz dancing than break dancing. 
  (C) Break dancers don’t like to be friends with DJs. 
  (D) Michael Jackson only likes to tap dance on Sundays. 
 
 

(B) Depression affects millions of people each year. However, there are lots of ways to help 
yourself feel better. Exercise is a great way to start. The endorphins released from physical  
activity give your body a sense of well-being. Endorphins raise your spirits in the short run and 
provide a sense of accomplishment in the long run. Also, sunlight can affect how you feel. 
Sunlight causes the level of serotonin, a chemical mood enhancer produced in your brain, to rise. 
Some doctors believe that food also affects your mood. If you eat too much junk food, you may 
feel down in the dumps. Sooner or later, everyone feels low, but don’t worry! Be exercising, 
getting sunlight and eating right, you are sure to feel better in no time.  

 
44. According to the passage, what happens to your body after you exercise? 

     (A) Your body releases special endorphins. 
     (B) You feel very tired and want to take a nap. 
     (C) Your level of serotonin increase. 
     (D) Your body wants to eat junk food. 
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45. What causes the level of serotonin to increase in your brain? 
     (A) A long map increases the level of serotonin in the brain. 
     (B) Serotonin increases with the more junk food you eat. 
     (C) Exposure to sunlight causes the level of serotonin.  
     (D) Serotonin increases with the amount of exercise you do. 
 

46. How might you feel after eating junk food? 
     (A) You may feel like lying down to sleep. 
     (B) You might feel happy and excited. 
     (C) You might feel like exercising. 

 (D) You may feel a little sad or low. 

47. Which of the following does not make you feel better according to the passage? 
     (A) sunlight 
     (B) sleep 
     (C) exercise 
     (D) healthy food 
  
 

(C)  Two middle-aged men are walking down the street after spending a few hours drinking 
together with friends. You notice that they are holding hands. How would you react? Would you 
think these men are gay? Cultures around the world differ in their tolerance for men showing 
affection to each other. In South Korea, the scene described above would be normal. Men, 
especially of older generations, often hold hands or walk with hands on each other’s shoulders. 
This is a way of showing friendship. In the United States, on the other hand, two men walking 
hand in hand would likely be interpreted as a gay couple. 

American men are so uncomfortable with showing affection to each other that they often 
make jokes when they have to hug each other. The humor releases some tension. While the 
National Organization for Women sells coffee mugs that proclaim, “Real Men Hug,” there are  
also novelty T-shirts which insist, “Real Men Don’t Hug.” Both messages are trying to influence 
social opinion about male affection.  

 
48. What is the purpose of coffee mugs that say “Real Men Hug”? 

(A) To make fun of affectionate men 
(B) To display cultural understanding 
(C) To support gay rights 
(D) To say it is OK for men to show affection 
 

49. Two men walking hand in hand in the US     . 
   (A) are surely gay 
   (B) might be assumed to be gay 
   (C) must be from South Korea 
   (D) are only seen as close friends 
 
50. Generally, what can be said about men showing affection? 
   (A) There are universal standards of behavior 
   (B) There is little misunderstanding between cultures. 
   (C) What is not OK in one culture may be OK in another. 
   (D) Most cultures accept a wide variety of behavior. 
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